
Transforming how you get work done
Deloitte and IBM

Drawing on a relationship that has spanned 20 years, Deloitte and IBM bring together technology leadership, hands-on business experience, and industry knowledge.

The power of two

Together, we form an ecosystem focused 
on innovation and problem solving. We 
operate around the globe, helping you 
navigate today’s disruptive technology 
environment and drive business value. 

Our mission? Creating future-focused, agile 
solutions that scale and advance the art of 
the possible. How? By combining Deloitte’s 
experience with IBM technology to put 
powerful insights in your grasp.

Where we focus
We pair technologies, integrate systems, mesh cultures, and marry strategies to deliver creative innovations.

Analytics and information management:  
Get insights to promote organizational intelligence, 
lay the foundation for cognitive technologies,  
and meet your analytics needs.

Blockchain: Leverage industry-specific use cases 
that encourage sharing, create transparency, deliver 
actionable insights, and drive new possibilities.

Cloud: Gain access to the breadth of IBM Cloud 
offerings which enable off-premises, on-premises, 
migration, cloud security, and hybrid and  
multicloud solutions.

Cognitive and AI: Leverage IBM Watson to manage 
data, predict scenarios, and prescribe actions.

Cyber risk services: Develop and implement a  
broad cyber risk and digital identity program using 
IBM Security.

Enterprise asset management and IoT: Extend the 
life of assets, improve uptime, get real-time visibility, 
plan and schedule maintenance, increase workforce 
safety, and more with IBM Maximo.

Human capital: Apply our cognitive capabilities to 
build innovative strategies for recruiting, acquiring, 
engaging, and developing people.

Integrated workplace management: Implement  
an end-to-end program using IBM TRIRIGA that 
supports lifecycle management of real estate assets.

Legacy transformation: Migrate legacy code into  
modern languages that integrate with the latest 
technologies and support cloud or mobile deployment.

Mainframe modernization: Help extend the  
useful life of your mainframe through optimized 
applications and solutions.

Systems and infrastructure: Leverage IBM 
hardware, including mainframes (LinuxONE, z14, 
z15), storage, POWER AI systems, and application 
development platforms.



Getting started
To learn more about the Deloitte and IBM ecosystem and our 
joint solutions, visit http://www.deloitte.com/br/ibm
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Bringing it to life
It may seem daunting to take the extensive software and hardware IBM offers and use them to make a difference in your organization. 

Don’t worry—we can help with that. Here are a few examples:

We supported development of HealthInteractiveTM, 
which helps states meet federal Medicaid Enterprise 
System guidelines by increasing agility, security, 
and performance of Medicaid services. Deloitte is 
helping several states implement this industry-leading 
Medicaid solution, built on IBM Cloud. 

We used IBM’s Planning Analytics platform to 
create BudgetSync, a solution that combines the 
planning, budgeting, and execution tracking stages of 
budgeting into one cohesive, flexible system.

We launched ASK SCOUT, an artificial intelligence 
chatbot powered by Watson. 

We combined IBM’s Watson IoT platform with 
Maximo and data from The Weather Company to 
create an automated drone inspection solution. 

We explored how to achieve the most value from 
IBM Systems, including IBM LinuxOne, IBM Flash 
Storage and Software-Defined Storage, IBM Blockchain, 
and IBM zSystems mainframes. 

We can help CMOs and CISOs untangle the  
business of identity by combining engagement and 
IBM Security technologies with Deloitte’s advisory and 
implementation capabilities.

We help organizations become data- and  
insight-driven by applying advanced analytical 
and machine learning techniques for more efficient 
decision-making processes.

We developed a Maximo Voice Assistant to help 
engineers stay focused on their jobs through an 
audible and spoken interface.
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